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CWU looking into semesters
that being in a class for a longer period
of time may allow students to really soak
up and retain the material being taught.
There has been talk of switching from Some also argue that more time in class
quarters to semesters for years.
could mean getting to know professors
According to the June 18 University better, which may be beneﬁcial for stuBulletin, last April, 500 faculty members dents in the future.
took part in an online survey about the poA semester system may also help imtential switch.
prove grades as a result of more time to
A total of 76 percent of participants complete assignments.
agreed to a feasibility study, which is hapAnastasia Sinitsa, elementary educapening right now. A core group of the Fac- tion major, said she’d rather stick with
ulty Senate is involved with ﬁguring out if quarters.
switching to semes“I have never
ters is even an ophad semesters betion for Central.
but I like the
“Senate
will
Senate will be explor- fore,
quarter
system.
be exploring the
ing
the
quarter
to
semester
Classes don’t last
quarter to semester
switch, what that might in- as long and you get
switch, what that
your requirements
might involve and
volve and might entail.
done faster.”
might entail,” said
Moreover, she
Melody Madlem,
added,
“all the
senate chair.
teachers
you re-MELODY
MADLEM
“It is not a
ally need to get
Senate Chair
planning committo know are ones
tee or a body to
you will be taking
make this happen.
repeatedly in your
It’s a study group
to see what ramiﬁcations will be if this major anyway.”
Switching to semesters is not a small
happens.”
decision,
and Central’s Faculty Senate
A big issues is that, unless the state’s
community colleges also change to semes- knows it. Therefore, Madlem said they are
ters, it might be difﬁcult for students to taking time with the study.
If the proposal does result in a vote,
transfer to Central.
Calculating how to change courses, Madlem said the whole senate has to agree
tuition and payroll would also be a major on switching from quarters to semesters,
after meeting with the Central community
challenge.
Those who favor the change contend for discussion.
BY HOUSTON CARR

Staff Reporter
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Both sides favor legalization, divided on method

BY JAYNA SMITH

Assistant News Editor

SETH LONBORG/OBSERVER

UP IN SMOKE Arthur West (left) and Steve Sarich, both opposed to the passage of
I-520, argue their case in Tuesday night’s debate in the SURC Ballroom.

decision to support I-502 on having chil- and will funnel the illegal funds now spent
dren. He said he is concerned with mari- on marijuana back into the community by
juana being easily accessible to youth. He way of taxes.
believes that I-502
He listed four
provides
protecmain prongs that
tions and security
initiative would
Legalization is on the the
regarding underage
focus on if passed:
ballot? I wish to hell it was, education, prevendrug use.
“ N o t h i n g
tion,
treatment
but it’s not.
changes your perand
monitoring
spective on this inithe new law for ef-STEVE SARICH
tiative more than
fectiveness. He behaving your own
lieves that passing
I-502 Opponent
children,”
NewI-502 would set
house said.
the framework for
A marijuana activist since the late higher levels of government to follow suit.
1970s, Roger Roffman also contended
“It won’t be very long before the fedthat the initiative will protect public safety, eral government will follow the lead of

“

“

Round three of “the great Initiative
502 debate” took place in the SURC
Tuesday night with six men, each qualiﬁed to argue their side of the issue. They
disagreed on most of the proposed law
but they all agreed on one thing: Current
regulations regarding marijuana are not
serving their purpose.
“We all have an agreement on reform
of marijuana laws,” said moderator Nelson Pichardo, sociology professor.
I-502 proposes regulating, licensing
and taxing marijuana. If passed it would
remove state, criminal and civil laws barring the production, distribution and possession for anyone over 21.
Those in support of I-502 were Mark
Cook, Roger Roffman and Alex Newhouse. On the opposing side were Douglas
Hiatt, Arthur West and Steve Sarich.
The sides differed because of how the
initiative is crafted. The teams did not
agree on the most basic tenet of the initiative. Those in favor of the initiative contend it would make the possession, sale,
distribution and use of marijuana legal.
But those against it say it won’t.
“Contrary to what Mr. Cook says, 502
is not legalization,” Hiatt said.
He is in favor of legalizing all drugs, arguing that there aren’t many people more
adamant about it than him. He simply
doesn’t agree with the terms of I-502.
“Legalization is on the ballot? I wish to
hell it was, but it’s not,” Sarich said. “If
you want to legalize something you must
remove all the laws that made it illegal in
the ﬁrst place. This obviously doesn’t do
that.”
Alex Newhouse said his decision to
support the legalization of marijuana developed over time. He rests some of his

Washington state,” Roffman said.
The most intense disagreement started
once the issue of how DUIs would be
determined arose. Minors would have a
“zero tolerance” level. That means that
minors must test at 0.00 percent for marijuana or they can be given a DUI. The
current legal limit for alcohol and minors
is 0.2 percent
“You’re going to be able to have an
ounce, just better not have it in your system,” Sarich said.
Those against I-502 believe the initiative is lining teens up for a case they won’t
be able to defend.
“If you think these provisions are going
to fall harder on kids of color, then you’re
right,” Hiatt said.
The Washington State Patrol requested
$2 million more to the budget, Sarich said,
to train ofﬁcers on how to handle drug-impaired drivers.
“I don’t think that this initiative is for
the people,” Arthur West said.
After admitting that he has been a marijuana user almost 30 years, he said that
I-502 makes him scared.
He said that the issue with setting a legal limit on marijuana blood levels is that,
unlike alcohol, drugs affect each person
differently.
Some people have a high tolerance for
weed and are capable of driving a car under the inﬂuence, West said, while others
are easily impaired.
The legal limit for drivers over the age
of 21 would be equal to or less than ﬁve
nanograms per milliliter of active blood
THC.
“The only way out of this mess is science -- and vigorous science,” Hiatt said.
Both sides ended with their beliefs asserted, but there were some in attendance
left with questions. “Please just read the
initiative for yourself,” Mark Cook said.

Grocery Outlet opens blocks from campus
BY JAYNA SMITH

Assistant News Editor

Grocery Outlet has moved into town,
replacing an Albertsons which went out of
business about a year ago.
The owners, Mark and April Mikota,
are hoping to have more success in Ellensburg than Albertsons did.
Mark Mikota has been in the grocery
business for about 15 years. He previously owned another Grocery Outlet in
Hartford, Calif. Once the possibility of an
opening in Washington state came up, he
was glad to make the switch.
“When they started looking into Ellensburg we jumped at the idea,” Mikota said.
There are speciﬁc criteria a city must
meet for the company to allow clearance
for entry, but Mikota was unsure of all of
the details.
Population density did play a key role
in the decision to open in Ellensburg,
Mikota said.
The store opened on June 28 just after
Central’s spring quarter ended. This gave
the owners a chance to see how the business would do during summer break.
“I’m glad we did that,” Mikota said.
“We didn’t have to dread it all year and
then wait to see how it turned out.”

SETH LONGBORG/OBSERVER

SHOP ‘TIL YOU DROP Residents shop in Ellensburg’s newest grocery store.
Grocery Outlet is in the same location Albertsons was.

With grand opening signs still in front
of the store, Grocery Outlet is waiting for
more people to realize it’s now there.
“I’m happy so far,” Aaron Johnson,
senior electrical engineering major, said.
“My roommates love it; my friends who’ve

been here love it.”
Mark Mikota said the Grocery Outlet
isn’t looking to become direct competition
for stores such as Safeway; the shopping
experience is seen more as a supplement
to other stores.

“They don’t always have everything
you’re looking for, so it’s deﬁnitely a good
ﬁrst stop,” Johnson said.
Mark Mikota said he knows they won’t
always have everything.
“Our main thing that we preach is just
come here ﬁrst,” Mikota said. “I think that
we both just ﬁt into our own niche.”
After shopping at Grocery Outlet
about six or seven times, Caleb Loughran,
biology grad student, found that the location is convenient and the products are less
expensive than other stores.
“It’s nice. They usually have good prices,” Loughran said.
The owners want people to know
they also have drug store items and some
housewares. The chain has moved away
from where the company was when it got
started in the 1930s, when items such as
dented cans were the norm and they were
located mostly on military bases.
Over the last 10 years the company
has progressed into a new market, Mikota
said. Shoppers may not be able to ﬁnd everything they need, but the Grocery Outlet boasts of its lower prices and wide array of items.
“A lot of people refer to it as a treasure
hunt,” Mikota said. “They never know
what they are going to ﬁnd.”
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Four centers turn into two in SURC
BY ZACH SMITH

Staff Reporter

In previous years the second ﬂoor of
the SURC was occupied by four program
centers.
Students and staff at each of these
centers worked feverishly to bring people
together to make the world a better place.
The four centers have now merged into
two as a result of a proposal approved last
February by the Services and Activities
(S&A) Committee.
While the name above their ofﬁce door
may change, the work they do has not.
The Civic Engagement Center and the
Center for Excellence in Leadership have
combined to create the Center for Leadership and Community Engagement. While
the Diversity Education Center and the
Center for Student Empowerment have
joined forces to create the Center for Diversity and Social Justice.
“It’s been a seamless merger,” said
Lorinda Anderson, interim director at
Leadership and Community Engagement.
“They both complement each other in a
very important way.”
Sarah Swager, dean of student success,
said she does not see the merger producing
any negative results for the two centers.
“They’re very compatible programs
and it makes sense for them to work together,” Swager said.
“In my view, the beneﬁt is going to be
having a lot of entities working together.”

SETH LONBORG/OBSERVER

ENGAGE Employees work to increase
student engagement.

SETH LONBORG/OBSERVER

TEAMWORK Students work on team-building exercises in the Center for Leadership and Community Engagement on the second floor of the SURC.

Anderson echoed this statement, saying
the merger will increase the efﬁciency of
the centers’ work and expose students to
new opportunities.
An example she gave was the Experience Leadership Project, a leadership
retreat to the Cascade Mountains. By
combining the Center for Excellence in
Leadership with the Civic Engagement
Center, Anderson said students who would

attend ELP will be more likely to become
involved with civic engagement.
“There’s so many beneﬁts from the
merger,” Anderson said. “I look forward
to a bright future with the center.”
Merging the centers will save thousands of dollars.
While presenting the merger last February to the S&A committee, former Dean
of Academic Success Ethan Bergman said

the proposal would save approximately
$40,000 each year from the S&A fund
for the remainder of the current funding
cycle, which ends in 2013.
In the presentation, Bergman said “deducting” three jobs and then “refunding”
three jobs saved the money.
The position of director at the three
centers was eliminated, but the same position was subsequently created at the new
centers.
The third job created from the proposal was the position of “Student Conduct
Case Manager.”
The new case manager’s salary will be
less than the salary of the position that was
cut, Bergman said, which is how this new
format saves money.

Cutting-edge TV,
Internet, and Phone for
penny-pinching budgets.

With 100+ available FREE
HD channels, 10,000+ On
Demand choices, 1,500+ in
HD–including movies in 3D,
Charter TV is always a good
distraction from studying.

Get the fastest way to
research papers and cram
for exams. With speeds up
to 30 Mbps, it’s 10X faster
than DSL and has the
bandwidth to support all
your roommates’ devices.

Ask mom and dad for more
money with unlimited local
and long distance calling.
Plus, no extra taxes or fees
like the phone company
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©2012 Charter Communications, Inc. Offer good through 10/31/12; valid to qualified residential customers who have not subscribed to any services within
the previous 30 days and have no outstanding obligation to Charter. *Bundle price is $89.97/mo. yr 1 & $109.97/mo. yr 2; standard rates apply after 2
years; qualifying bundle includes Charter TV Select service, Internet Plus with speeds up to 30 Mbps and Phone Unlimited. Offer includes lease of one
Internet modem, Charter Cloud Drive, wire maintenance and EPIX online. TV equipment required and is extra; Install, taxes, fees, surcharges and other
equipment extra. TV: Charter HD receiver may be required to receive all HD programming; TV must be HD capable; HD programming may vary. On
Demand programming varies by level of service; pricing, ratings and scheduling are subject to change. 3D viewing requires 3D TV, glasses and compatible
set top box; programming varies by level of service. INTERNET: Available Internet speeds may vary by address; small percent of customers will receive lower
than advertised speeds. Speeds compared to 3 Mbps DSL. Charter Cloud Drive implies industry and standard security measures to protect your data, but
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subject to all applicable service terms and conditions, which are subject to change. Services not available in all areas. Restrictions apply.
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Hogue officially completed
BY ALEA THORNE

Staff Reporter

Hogue Hall has ofﬁcially completed
the ﬁnal stages of renovation.
Labs ﬁlled with tools, yellow walls denoting construction safety, and a hallway
named “Knuckle Bender” are just a few
unique features of the building.
Hogue Hall provides a space where
students in the engineering technologies,
safety, and construction departments will
get hands-on experience to prepare them
for their careers.
“We are all under one building now,
which is an improvement. Students don’t
have to go to other buildings to go to an
engineering class,” said construction safety professor William Bender.
The hall’s renovation began in July
2009, with the addition being completed
in the Summer of 2011. Students were
able to use the new part of the building
last year while renovations were being
completed.
“We have exposed parts of the building that allow us to look over what we

learned and estimate prices,” said Kevin
Gucchiara, senior construction management major. That “helps us not to forget
things and brings everything together.”
Hogue Hall’s new addition is also
home to the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design program.
LEED gives students in the construction management, mechanical engineering and electrical engineering technology majors an opportunity to work with
renewable energy technologies. Working
windmills and solar panels are in place on
the roof.
The building also houses students who
want to work in a laboratory to get ready
for the growing construction industry.
Faculty create studies that are applicable to today’s world and the construction
ﬁeld.
During a tour of Hogue Hall, Bender
demonstrated asphalt, which students
conduct tests on to determine its strengths
for certain functions.
“This is what we do here,” Bender said.
“Construction students get to test the concrete slumps.”
The renovation cost a total of $27 mil-

Latino welcome back a success
BY ANDREW EVANS

Staff Reporter

Bilingual chatter ﬁlled the Mary Grupe
Center during the Welcome Back Latino
Reception on Thursday evening.
Miriam Bocchetti, director of CWU’s
College Assistance Migrant Program, delivered the opening words.
CAMP is a federally funded program
designed to help students who come from
families of migrant status or who rely on
seasonal employment in agriculture. Most
of the 60 freshmen under CAMP’s wing
are of Hispanic origin and grew up in rural areas.
“It got me to really open up some
more,” said junior Rosio Abundiz, reﬂecting on her CAMP experience.
CAMP provided her with the opportunity to meet students from other univer-

sities at conferences and events, and provided ﬁnancial and academic aid.
Students of Hispanic origin make up
14 percent of Central’s incoming freshmen. This is a signiﬁcant jump from 9
percent last year and 7 percent in 2010.
The Welcome Back event was conceived
to help students network with various
groups around Ellensburg that aim to increase and sustain their retention through
graduation. It seems to be working.
According to Jessie Nelson, associate
dean of student achievement, 77-80 percent of Latinos graduate, compared to
Central’s 75 percent of students graduating overall.
These numbers are in line with President Gaudino’s statement that, “We are
striving, at this university, to be the most
inclusive place on the face of the earth.”
After the opening speakers concluded,

SETH LONBORG/OBSERVER

BRAND SPANKIN’ NEW The new Hogue Hall, which houses construction management,
mechanical engineering and electrical engineering students, uses a lot of green technology.

lion, about half the amount of the original plan. Even with the drastic budget cut,
Hogue Hall still provides high-end equipment for students as well as energy conserving technology for the building.
music and the aroma of Mexican cuisine
ﬁlled the hall, and the party started.
Once everyone had been served, the
music and conversation paused and Manuel Rodriguez took the ﬂoor. The CAMP
recruiter told the story of his upbringing,
which was similar to that of many others
in the audience.
“We have a lot of things in common,”
Rodriguez said.
He described his return to the United
States at 9 years old, when he knew only
one English word: banana.
Thomas Garza, co-president of Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano/a de Aztlan
was among the last of the guest speakers.
MEChA was founded at the University
of California, Santa Barbara, as a civil
rights group in the midst of the Chicano/a
movement of 1969. The organization
played an important role in the establishment of the ﬁrst Chicano/a studies program and continues to support others like
it. Such efforts are especially signiﬁcant in
light of Arizona’s ban on ethnic studies in

“We have more space now. Safety even
has their own room, which helps us in the
long run get ready for after college,” said
safety and health management senior Alex
Snyder.

PHOTO COURTESY OF RICHARD VILLACRES

CHOW DOWN Attendee serves Mexican cuisine in the Mary Grupe Center.

the K-12 education system.
Garza and MEChA extend a warm
welcome to Latina/o students and anyone
else who wants to learn more about their
culture. They meet Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
in the Cesar Chavez room of the SURC.

canal.
§ A landlord is reportedly trying to take off the doors of the residence because they are behind on rent.
§ A person reported having heard two gun shots. One of them
sounded close but does not know what kind of weapons they are.
§ A street sign was reportedly seen lying partially on the road.
§ A person reported people blocking street with a motor home and
§ A woman reported having continuous diarrhea and is confused were preparing to watch a football game. Motorist having difﬁculty
and very weak.
getting through.
§ A woman reported having found “meth” in her residence and be§ A person reported having seen a dispute where a male pushed a
lieves it belongs to her 20 year old son.
female.
§ A man reported seeing an elderly man who appears confused hitch
§ A woman reported that her friends boyfriend from Portland, OR.
hiking and acting very frustrated when people will not stop.
has been harassing her over the phone.
§ Someone reportedly stole two tons of hay over night. No informa§ A female was reported to have been pounding on a door and aption on suspect reported.
pears to be trying to get in but has not gained entry.
§ Two people have reportedly been seen going door to door selling
§ Two brothers were reportedly seen trying to catch their dogs.
cleaning products and are “obnoxious” and “pushy” and won’t take no
§ A person was reportedly seen breaking signs in front yards and
for an answer.
running away.
§ A group of people were reportedly seen in the agricultural tun§ A person reported that there was an unwanted woman in a store.
nel and a female had duct tape over her mouth. Reporter stopped and Reported that woman was disrespectful and entered restroom while
asked them what was going on and one male said that they were shoot- janitor was still in there.
ing a movie. Reporter continued on.
§ A person reported having heard noises in front yard and upon tak§ Teenagers were reportedly seen wearing baggy clothes and ing a look, found a male “snooping” and then running off.
throwing fireworks at residence in the area.
§ A person reported having seen a black and gray dufﬂe bag by a
§ A person called to report a suspicion of two people smoking mari- ﬁre hydrant.
juana.
§ A person reported a male and female sitting behind Safeway and
§ Boyfriend’s of two female roommates were reported to have been is requesting someone to ask why they are loitering
ﬁghting. Neither of them live there.
§ A person reported having seen two males in camouﬂage attire
§ A man reported a loud party and he thought he saw a pistol.
shooting high power riﬂes and then taking off in a jeep.
§ A male was reportedly found sleeping in a bar for the second time.
§ A no parking sign was reportedly seen lying on the ground and is
§ A person reported having seen people burning wood in a metal believed to be damaged.
box.
§ Two areas of a security fence were reportedly cut and access was
§ A person reported that someone is dumping animal remains in gained. Reporter is unsure if anything was taken.
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I’d hit
that
I’ll cut to the chase: Last July I was
rear-ended outside the Science Building
intersection. The driver had been behind
me for a couple turns, and I could sense
she was impatient. I made sure to slow
down gradually while approaching the
upcoming stop sign.
Still, she ended up
smacking my bumper at ﬁve mph once
I came to a stop.
I turned my
head to look back
at the girl, then put
on my turn signal
for the nearest alley. I stopped for
LANDAN GARCIA
30 seconds to make
Copy Desk Chief
it clear I was going
to pull in. I slowly started to turn. She
didn’t, and instead continued driving. I
quickly pulled a 180 out of the alley to
follow her. She sped up to 40 mph in the
20 mph zone beside Shaw-Smyser to try
to get away. She barreled through the
four-way stop (green), then got scared
after realizing I was still in her lane. She
pulled over near Safeway and timidly got
out of her car, saying she “was going to
turn.”
After stepping out of the car and
looking at my bumper, I concluded
there was no damage except for a minor
scratch. This person still managed to be
rude, bluntly asking: “So, are we good?
Can I go?”
No apology, either for hitting me or
for choosing to just drive off afterward.
I recorded her information then let her
leave.
I purchased my groceries then went
home to contemplate what to do with
her information. Needless to say, I was
still feeling furious, but didn’t want to act
rashly. She looked to be 20 years old and
was probably driving her mother’s car.
I deﬁnitely had the option of ﬁling a
police report and raising her (mom’s) insurance rates, despite the fact I wouldn’t
get a dime.
I thought back to a time when I was in
junior college; I didn’t get enough sleep
one night and ended up rear-ending an
old man the next day (who turned out to
be a cop). Thankfully, it caused no damage to his truck. I spent the next three
months praying he wouldn’t ﬁle and raise
my insurance rates, as I was relying on a
full-time job at Pizza Hut to pay my bills.
People make mistakes, especially young
people. The difference is, I pulled over
immediately and apologized profusely.
Pull over and say you’re sorry when
you screw up. Don’t hit and run. It’s natural to get scared, but you’re not going to
get away in some epic high-speed chase.
We don’t even have fruit cart vendors in
Ellensburg.
Person, I hope you’re reading this.
Even if you had managed to get away, I
got an extremely good look at you. I can
describe your car in detail. I recorded
your license plate the moment you hit
me.
You could have killed someone who
was trying to cross the street, then that
little scrape you caused could have become a homicide. Think about how
many lives that would have devastated.
Karma spared you from a situation
you should have paid for – please don’t
make the same mistake again.

Editor-in-Chief//Danny Schmidt

Hail Mary Jane

Passing I-502 brings plenty of perks
DISCLAIMER: Dear future employers: Please note my undivided willingness
to deliver “news”
on current issues
on a deadline
crunch.
The topic of
marijuana is on
a few people’s
minds after a
heated
discussion in the SURC
Ballroom Tuesday
about whether it
JEANETTE GENSON
should be legalAssistant Scene Editor
ized. The time has
come in our young lives where we need
to make a decision: Are we for legalization, or aren’t we?
I would like to take this opportunity
to inform students why I’m voting for the
legalization of marijuana, and give a few
reasons why.
Have you ever paid attention to Jack
in the Box commercials? They are pretty
much written for stoners who are Jonesin’
for one, two or eight hard-shell tacos, and
once weed is readily available, I think a
few more hazy, creeper van commercials
will be on the way.
Another reason some should be jumping at the chance to freely pass the peace
pipe is because Rastafarian colors are
obviously in right now, since I can’t walk
past a window display without noticing
some red, yellow and green accents on
any product. I can’t help but wonder
what professors think when a student
walks in to their classroom with a Rastaesque backpack, because that’s when you
know the over-achiever has arrived.
Also, is no one excited to see what
Kirkland or Prestige brands will do with
some new green goods? I am personally
thrilled to see what creative liberties dis-

10 reasons I-502
should pass
1. Potato chip industry
would thrive
2. Longboards would replace
gas guzzlers
3. More Jack in the Box ads
4. Hemp watches are lighter
than aluminum
5. People would have an actual
reason to buy Swisher Sweets
6. Job creation: More 7-11 and
Taco Bell positions
7. Visine sales would boom
8. We’d finally get Potfest,
the Beerfest sequel
9. Harold and Kumar run
for president
10. Better chance of world peace
tributors will take when advertising pot
products. Maybe some Ragin’ Reefer,
Dreamy Dro, or even Guiltless Ganja
(sugar free?).
An upside to increasing the stoner
population in town is that, when invited
to a party, they rarely show up to drink
all the booze, although they tend to clear
out the food cabinets, so watch out for
anybody with hungry hands.

By the way, guys, you can probably
thank marijuana for yoga pants. It’s obvious whoever invented pants that are basically skin, but a different color, was just
too stoned to come up with actual pants.
To the ladies who rock the yogas: You
aren’t fooling anyone. We can all tell that
real pants were just too much to ask for
after a nice smoke session.
If I haven’t already, 100 percent,
without a doubt, convinced you, remember that it took a serious stoner to come
up with favorite combinations such as
cheeseburger ﬂavored Doritos, M&M
scones, and BLT Lay’s chips. I wonder if
the genius who created Taco Bell’s Doritos Locos Tacos was high. Nothing says
munchies like taking a taco and wrapping Doritos seasoning around it.
To quote comedian Daniel Tosh, “I
think we should legalize marijuana in
this country, so potheads have nothing to
talk about ever again.”
On a serious note, I do believe that
incriminating citizens for carrying a
plant around isn’t right, and our state’s
jails and prisons are constantly ﬁlled with
non-violent criminals because they are
caught carrying marijuana. I also think
it’s a problem that there is a lack of education about the topic due to its illegality.
The number of marijuana-related
deaths each year is far less than deaths involving alcohol or cigerettes. And by far
less, I mean there are none. It’s important
to smoke responsibly, but there has never
been a reported case of overdosing.
When it comes to deciding what
stance students are going to take in the
argument of marijuana legalization they
should do the research, ﬁnd the facts,
collect the data and make their own educated decision, because there is nothing
worse then an uneducated voter.

Pop Keeney: A home away from home
Pop Keeney Stadium. Doesn’t it just
roll off the tongue with pure elegance
and beauty?
Resounding and revealing, yet so unreﬁned. Unparalleled in reputation and
glory, second to only “The Horseshoe”
(for bias reasons I choose not to share), its
main purpose is fulﬁlled by hosting high
school football
games for teams
in the immediate
Bothell area.
When
the
Wildcats were
booted
from
Tomlinson Stadium due to
poor air quality
from the wildﬁre
smoke spreadEVAN THOMPSON
ing, a substitute
Assistant Sports Editor
location
was
needed. Pop Keeney Stadium was the
athletic administration’s answer.
For its past two “home” football
games, Central has become especially
familiar with Pop Keeny’s mystique. The
Wildcats defeated Great Northwest Athletic Conference teams Azuza Paciﬁc and
ninth ranked Humboldt State by a combined 52 points and 800 yards of offense.
Other than giving the Wildcats a bit
of fresh air (sorry for succumbing to the
overused phrase), is it possible Pop Keeney has something to do with the win-

ning?
Obviously it’s absurd to suggest Central continue playing at Pop Keeney instead of Tomlinson Stadium on Oct. 13
when the Wildcats face Simon Fraser, by
which time the Washington Department
of Ecology believes the air will have
reached safe levels. It’s even more absurd
considering the game will be Central’s
homecoming and the very ﬁrst of only
three potential home games remaining
this season, making the entire idea more
ridiculous.
But consider this: since 1995, Central
have recorded 11 wins to only two losses,
when facing an opponent at a neutral location, though Bothell isn’t quite neutral.
Now that’s deﬁnitely something to take
note of, even though previous games are
unrelated to this season’s outcome.
But
statistically
speaking,
it’s

completely true to say that some teams
can gain favor from odd circumstances
experienced during a year, such as playing an extended amount of the games on
the road or perhaps something that involves a whole lot of wildﬁre smoke and
not whole a lot of breathing.
So is it wrong to speculate about such
an idea? I don’t think so, especially since
Pop Keeney Stadium is about as beautiful as stadiums come by in the Northwest. It could probably even rival some
of the venues the Wildcats see throughout the fall.
And best of all, Central can play night
games at Pop Keeney, as opposed to
Tomlinson Stadium, which has no lights.
If smoke experts are wrong, and Central returns to Pop Keeney Stadium, will
history continue to repeat itself ? We will
see.

Dear Readers,

The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from readers on
current issues. Please include your full name and university affiliation: year
and major, degree and year graduated, or staff position and department.
To be printed in the following week’s issue, please email your letters
to cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com by 5 p.m. Sunday. The Observer
reserves the right to reject or edit for style and length. All letters become
property of The Observer. Anonymous letters will not be considered.
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Buskers, puppets, music hit the Burg
BY Joie sullivan

Staff Reporter

Street musicians, puppets, food and
wine tastings brought waves of Ellensburg
residents downtown for the second annual
Buskers in the Burg.
A busker, derived from a British term,
is a street performer who performs for donations.
More than 25 different acts performed
on the streets downtown, ranging from
brass instruments to a simple harmonica.
Hosted by the Ellensburg Downtown
Association, the festival offered more than
just street musicians. More than 450 children showed up for activities such as face
and pumpkin painting, a straw maze, and,
most notably, the parade of giant puppets.
The parade featured Central Washington University graduate Brian Kooser’s
puppets.
Kooser, who studied puppetry and design at Central, is now based out of Seattle. According to his website, it takes
Kooser several weeks alongside several
volunteers to create a puppet.
He also hosted a workshop at the festival, letting attendees get a hands-on sneak
peek into his process.
Children and adults alike couldn’t help
but smile as the puppets they helped work
on paraded through the Kittitas County
Farmer’s Market.
The puppets may have kicked off the
whole shindig, but the real stars were the
diverse buskers lining the streets. Attendees could listen while enjoying food and
wine samples from various wineries and

wine shops. Listeners would then vote for
their favorite busker.
Carolyn Honeycutt, Director of the Ellensburg Downtown Association, said they
only received around 350 votes, however
“It’s a new technology, and we hope to
have more people use it next year,” said
Honeycutt.
Honeycutt also explained that very few
Central students attended the event.
“We put posters up around the school,
but not very many showed,” Honeycutt
said. “Maybe it didn’t really appeal to
the students, but we thought having Star
Anna perform would draw some in.”
Star Anna and the Laughing Dogs hail
from Ellensburg, and have become local
celebrities.
Their performance followed the first,
second and third place buskers as voted
by the attendees; Revelationary Moments,
The Green Eyed Girls, and Mark Paschen,
respectively. Star Anna also performed at
the Taylor Bridge Fire Benefit Show in
Roslyn on Sep. 26.
Aside from the puppets and buskers,
other performances included a magic
show by Seattle’s Louie Foxx, and a prescreening of a film from the Ellensburg
Film Festival, which takes place this coming weekend.
Children’s activities consisted of pinwheels, making their own bandanas, sidewalk drawing with chalk, pony rides, a
busker scavenger hunt and a huge bouncy
house and giant slide on the corner of
Fourth Avenue and Pearl Street.
The Kittitas County Farmers Market

Quan Lam/observer

ATOP: Families enjoy the festivities
while walking around downtown Ellensburg
ABOVE: Children carry the Buskers
Festival banner in the parade of puppets
RIGHT: Performers mingle with attendees throughout the event

runs every Friday and Saturday through
the end of the month, from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. on Fourth Avenue downtown.
The event brought in anywhere from
600 to 800 people.
Honeycutt said the Downtown Association will definitely put on the event again
next year, the last Saturday in September.
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Bailey’s Bibliomania books it to new location
the little shops.
“There is a different crowd here, it was
about 70 percent travelers (at the old locaThe local bookstore known as Bailey’s tion),” Varner said.
Bibliomania has moved from its location
He likes that the new location brings in
on Main Street to a new location on Pine more neighborhood people and students
Street When asked why the store made the since it’s closer to the end of town where
move to a location so close to the original they live.
one of the owners, John Varner, gave quite
“We have more usable space here,”
a few answers.
Varner said. The new location is all one
The ﬁrst was the simplest: The lease ﬂoor, and has no big staircases taking
on the old building was up. At the end up space. Because of this, it’s also more
of the ﬁve-year lease, Varner said they wheelchair and stroller-friendly, which is a
considered converting to an online store deﬁnite plus in any business.”
because the reces“It’s a
sion had caused
much
better
them to lose about
location… it’s
The
advantage
[of
a
physi75 percent of
a much easier
cal store] is so much more than set up for evtheir business. Instead, they moved
eryone,” said
money- it keeps us going.
to a new location
Mary Varner,
and
persevered
co-owner
of
with their store.
the store.
-JOHN VARNER
“The advanThe ownCo-owner of Bailey’s Bibliomania
tage [of a physical
ers both want
store] is so much
the store to
more than monbecome more
ey,” Varner said,“it keeps us going.”
than just a book store to people.
The ending of the lease wasn’t the
They have always offered free soda and
only reason they moved. When the lease tea to patrons, and there are always chairs
was up, Varner decided there were things and tables to sit at and read or study for
about the previous location that neither an upcoming test. With the new location,
owner liked anymore. Unfortunately, the they are hoping that once they get the
old location on Main Street did not have business stable again they’ll be able to be
any parking, and with the recession, fewer a part of next year’s Jazz in the Valley fespeople were coming into the heart of town tival and want to start having music nights
wanting to walk around and look into all featuring live music

BY MARGAUX MASSEY

Staff Reporter

“

“

“I believe in community,” John said,
“And much like a good book, the store that
sells them should bring people together.”
You can visit the store at the new location on North Pine, across the street from
The Dollar Store, view their website at

baileysbibliomania.com, or look them up
on Facebook (Facebook.com/baileysbibliomania). Bailey’s accept book tradeins for store credit and has over 100,000
books in the store, making it the largest
bookstore in Ellensburg.

Congratulations to The Observer
for continued excellence!

Associated
Collegiate
Press
2011, 2012 Pacemaker
Award Finalist
The “unofficial” Pulitzer Prize of student journalism!

Graduate Education at EWU!
TAKE YOUR CAREER
TO THE NEXT LEVEL.
Offering
37 Master's Degrees
Educational Specialist in School Psychology
Doctorate in Physical Therapy
Graduate Studies
www.ewu.edu/grad
509.359.6297

Pregnancy Center of Kittitas County
FREE Pregnancy Test. Caring. Confidential.
www.PregnancyHelpEllensburg.org
Conveniently Located in Downtown Ellensburg
111 East 4th Street
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S c o o p

Oct. 8

Oct. 8

SWINGCATS CLUB MEETING
SURC 137
6 AND 7 P.M.
$3 ADMISSION
FREE DANCING 8-10 P.M.

MONDAY MOVIE MADNESS PRESENTS
REMEMBER THE TITANS
SURC THEATER
7 AND 9:30 P.M.
STUDENTS FREE (GEN ADMISSION $3)

Oct. 10

Oct. 11

WELLINGTONS WILDFIRE: CHALLENGE
COURSE AND CRATE STACKING CONTEST
COMMUNITY FIELDS
6 P.M.
STUDENTS FREE

ARTIST TALK: BECKY FREHSE, THEMES AND
VARIATIONS
RANDALL HALL RM 117
6 P.M.
STUDENTS FREE

Oct. 12

Oct. 12

CWU WOMENʼS RUGBY
VS. WHITMAN COLLEGE
NICKOLSON RUGBY FIELD
6 P.M.
STUDENTS FREE

HOMECOMING DANCE
SURC BALLROOM
9 P.M.
STUDENTS FREE

Oct. 13

Oct. 13

COMEDIAN PATTON OSWALT
SURC BALLROOM
8 P.M.
STUDENTS $12
GENERAL ADMISSION $20

PRE-GAME AND CAR BASH
W/ 88.1 THE BURG
TOMLINSON LOT
11 A.M.
STUDENTS FREE

Looper: Sci-fi thriller or flop?
BY JEFFREY ALAN COTÉ

Contributing Writer

There are reasons why Hollywood
doesn’t make many sci-ﬁ pictures: they’re
divisive, often ﬁlled with complex mythologies, and riddling vocabulary. More
importantly, the major studios, they rarely
break the bank at the box ofﬁce.
One can ﬁnd a recent example of this
in director Ridley Scott’s “Prometheus”.
Though it found general acclaim from
both critics and audiences, the ﬁlm struggled to match its cost in the domestic box
ofﬁce.
These general rules also apply to horror, adventure, action and western ﬁlms,
all of which are considered “genre” pictures. Yet, this makes the feeling all the
sweeter when a compelling genre picture
hits the big screen. With near-universal
acclaim coming from the critics, yet a
second-place opening weekend behind an
animated Adam Sandler ﬁlm, “Looper”
certainly seems to be playing the part of a
misunderstood sci-ﬁ classic.
This futuristic ﬂick stars Joseph Gordon-Levitt as Joe, a unique kind of timetraveling assassin working contract to
contract in poverty-afﬂicted Kansas City.
Life is as dreary and dreadful as one could
expect, until he is given a mission to kill
someone who’s a bit too close for comfort.
What ensues is a gritty, frenetic ﬁlm fu-

eled by equal doses of action-inspired violence and problematic faux-philosophical
messages.
Writer-director Rian Johnson has undeniably made a unique ﬁlm. Putting in
the time and effort for a science ﬁction
ﬁlm these days, let alone one with R-rated
violence and a time-traveling element, is
quite a noble feat. Johnson does a worthy
job. If nothing else, he has provided one
of the most original concepts to be funded
by a major studio in some time. This alone
is worth commendation.
Despite these commendable features,
the ﬁlm still suffers from a plodding story
and a convenient ending. Though compelling endings have certainly made all the
difference to memorable ﬁlms in the past,
Johnson relies upon one to hide the fact
that the rest of his feature provides little
except a comfortably traditional storyline.
Adding compelling visuals and an interesting premise just doesn’t cut it.
Although Johnson and his team certainly get points for their novel brand of
creativity, as well as their courage in taking
on what must have been a very challenging ﬁlm to market, their attempts at ingenuity end up feeling a tad more traditional
than one would hope.

Grade: B-

Free All-ages events:
Monday Night Karaoke
Tuesday Night Jazz Concert
Wednesday Night Open Mic Night
117 East 4th Ave (509) 962-5100
Open for Lunch at 11, Dinner at 5

www.prosodyevents.com
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Dean Hall exhibit informs students
The Museum of Culture and Environ- Alchemy, Humor and Truth,” was made
ment [located in the Lobby of Dean Hall], with lead, stainless steel, glass, hydrostone
and wood. The
is plastered with
poems and other
piece is a memof the ﬁve part
artwork depicting
Many of the artists have ber
“Atomic West Sethe effects of the
a strong Eastern Washington, ries,” which took
Hanford site.
Hanford connection. It cre- ﬁve years to com“It’s great to
plete.
see [the exhibit] in
ates a sense of residency.
“I have a conthis setting,” said
-NANCY DICKERMAN
nection with the
Dianne Dickeman,
Co-Founder of POTW
region,”
Rockvisual art curator
wood said. “My
and co-founder of
mother was born in
POTW. “The muKachess and my uncle actually worked at
seum staff did a great job.”
Putting on a show like this did not Hanford.”
The art had an impact on everyone
happen overnight. Bringing the exhibit
to CWU has been in the works since last who attended.
“The box [Rockwood’s piece], and the
spring, with the Museum of Culture and
Environment being locked down as a loca- necklace made out of vitriﬁed glass were
tion during the summer. POTW was cre- deﬁnitely my two favorites,” said Justin
ated by a team of co-founders, faculty, and Ellis, a CWU grad student. “It is cool to
see how they are able to turn something so
student interns.
Local artists from the area contributed toxic [into something] beautiful.”
Some professors wisely advised their
to the exhibit.
“Many of the artists have a strong East- classes to attend the exhibit, and many of
ern Washington, Hanford connection,” the students left Dean Hall with a greater
said Nancy Dickeman, literary art curator understanding of the nuclear age.
“I really liked the exhibit, it was very
and co-founder of POTW. “It creates a
well done,” Ellis said. “I liked how they
sense of residency.”
Among the contributing artists was formed the art along with the historical asCWU alum Lynda Rockwood. Rock- pect, so it gave you a background for why
wood’s piece,“Vitriﬁcation Kit: A Little this is so important.”

MIKEL HANSEN/OBSERVER

EXHIBIT The student interns and museum staff that put together the exhibit..
BY JOE COLUCCIO

Staff Reporter

The recently renovated Dean Hall was
packed with students, faculty members
and local artists as the Particles on the
Wall exhibit opened last Wednesday.
The evening’s events included speeches from Rex Buck, the spiritual leader of
the Wanapum tribe, members of Central
Washington University’s Native American
Student Association, and other contributing artists and curators.
Particles on the Wall (POTW) is an exhibit which discusses the elements of the

nuclear age. The exhibit uses a combination of art, history and science to address
how radiation contamination and nuclear
technology have an impact on Washington state.
The exhibit’s ﬁrst showing was in 2010
at the Allegro Espresso Bar in Seattle’s
University District. Much has changed
since the inaugural showing, as its stop in
Ellensburg marked the seventh viewing.
POTW has been all over Washington,
with showings from Spokane to the University of Washington, but never before
had the exhibit been in such a venue.

“

“

IHOPs into town
count with their student IDs. IHOP also
offers free WiFi.
Since its recent opening, IHOP has
Whether students are up late studying only been open until 1 a.m. However, toor heading home after a night out, Ellens- night, Oct. 4, the restaurant will transition
burg’s new International House of Pan- to 24-hour dining.
The community seems to be respondcakes offers the community a new familying well to the new IHOP. “Weekend busifriendly eatery.
IHOP, which opened just over a week ness is really good,” Jordan said, “Once
ago, is located at the West Interstate 90 our highway sign goes up, business should
interchange. According to owner Jay Jor- improve.”
Sadly, the recent ﬁres are putting a slight
dan, IHOP is more than just a late-night
dent in not only
destination for the
Jordan’s business,
community.
but also the El“We want to be
We
want
to
be
Central
lensburg commuCentral Washington
Washington University’s place nity as a whole.
University’s place for
have been
breakfast, lunch, dinfor breakfast, lunch, dinner People
less inclined to
ner and late night,”
stop, and sportand late night.
Jordan said.
ing events such
Jordan, a native
-JAY
JORDAN
as CWU football
of Eastern WashingOwner
of
IHOP
have been moved
ton, owns four other
to different locaIHOPs in the Easttions, which hurts
ern Washington and
weekend business.
Idaho area.
“We will exceed your needs,” Jordan
said, in regards to his staff and food quality.
Whitney Higgins, senior communication studies major, recently visited the new
IHOP and experienced ﬁrsthand what
HOURS: The new Ellensburg IHOP
Jordan is trying to convey in his restaurant.
is open 24 hours everyday.
“The staff was great and very friendly,”
Higgins said. “The pancakes were obviADDRESS: 2704 Triple L Loop,
ously amazing.”
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Jordan said that Central Washington
PHONE: (509)925-2444
University students are IHOP’s “most
critical asset.”
CWU students receive a 20 percent disBY BEN NEWBY

Staff Reporter

“

“

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
OFFICER PROGRAMS
Lead the Nation’s Finest.
Positions available in infantry, aviation,
logistics, support, and intelligence.
Qualiﬁed applicants can earn ﬂight school guarantee.

For more information, visit www.marineofﬁcer.com or call (206) 632-0140.
820 NE 45th St. Ste 3 Seattle, WA 98105

neil.maclaren@marines.usmc.mil
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Ellensburg Film Festival this Friday
BY JOIE SULLIVAN

Staff Reporter

The annual Film Festival returns to Ellensburg for the eighth year in a row the
weekend of Oct. 5-8.
The festival will occur at four different venues around the city, including the
SURC. The other three locations are the
newly opened Prosody on Fourth and
Pine, the Hal Holmes Community Center
on Ruby Street, and the Grand Meridian
Cinema near the freeway on East Mountainview Avenue.
Each year the Laughing Horse Arts
Foundation board members put on the
festival. Laughing Horse also hosts Jazz in
the Valley and Spirit of the West.
“The board is really enthusiastic about
ﬁlm and bringing ﬁlm to the community,”
said Jennifer Ellis, board member.
It is Ellis’s third year being involved
with the festival. Board members volunteer their time to bring independent ﬁlms
to Ellensburg.
The festival also relies heavily on the
help of volunteers to take tickets, and to
help with fund raising, staging and other
various tasks. Any costs for the festival are
covered by prior fund raising events and
ticket sales.
The Ellensburg Film Festival will be
showing 31 different ﬁlms this year, including nine features, eight documentaries and 14 shorts. The ﬁlms hail from all
over the world, from countries such as the
Czech Republic, France, Norway, Uganda, South Africa and India. There is also
a wide variety of American and Canadian
ﬁlms.
Two of the ﬁlms being shown were
shot in the Paciﬁc Northwest. The ﬁrst,
“Fat Kid Rules the World,” was ﬁlmed in
the Capitol Hill neighborhood in Seattle,
and is based on the popular book by K.L.
Going. The ﬁlm tells the story of a suicid-

al, overweight teen and his guitar legend
friend. Through the process of starting a
band together, they learn about self-acceptance and conﬁdence.
“Fat Kid Rules the World” will be
screening Sunday at 4:30 p.m. at Prosody.
The second, “Your Sister’s Sister,” also
takes place in Washington. Starring Emily Blunt, “Your Sister’s Sister” is a story
about sibling rivalry and romance. The
ﬁlm received the ﬁlm festival’s “Best of
the Northwest” award, and was screened

at several other large ﬁlm festivals such as
Sundance, Toronto, and the Seattle Film
Festival.
The ﬁlm will be shown at 2 p.m. Sunday in the SURC alongside the short
“Coffee and Pie.”
Other popular screenings include Martin Scorsese’s “Hugo”, which is playing for
free at the Hal Holmes venue at 2 p.m. on
Saturday, and “Stagecoach,” which is a
ﬁlm from the 1930s starring John Wayne.
It is also playing for free at Spurs Bar and

Grill at 10 p.m. on Saturday.
The classic movie “Babe” will also be
shown at Hal Holmes for free at 10 a.m.
Saturday.
Another high-proﬁle ﬁlm screening during the festival is a documentary
chronicling the lives of ﬁve survivors of
the Sept. 11 attacks 11 years ago. The
documentary, titled “Rebirth,” has been
in production for the last ten years by director James Whitaker. The survivors proﬁled include an employee from the south
tower, a ﬁreﬁghter, a high school student, a
construction worker and a young woman.
“Rebirth” will be screening at 2 p.m. Sunday at Prosody.
Kicking off the festival on Friday in the
SURC will be a free screening of the shorts
from the “Show Us Your Short” competition. Students have only a few days to create a short ﬁlm from the ground up.
“It’s fun to see student work, and the
quality is really great,” Ellis said.
The shorts can be seen from 6 to 7 p.m.
Ellis also added that students intern
with the board and the festival each year.
Students who are interested should contact her at jenniferellis7@gmail.com.
“We’d be happy to have them involved.
We love Central students!”
With that love comes some perks as
well. Central students receive half off the
normal ticket price of $6 per ﬁlm, reducing it to only $3. Most of the ﬁlms are being shown in the SURC as well.
Tickets can be pre-purchased at Gallery One, located on 408 N. Pearl Street
downtown. Tickets may also be purchased
at the venues.
A full schedule of events can be found
on the festival’s ofﬁcial website, www.
ellensburgﬁlmfestival.com, with the addresses of venues and the full list of ﬁlms
being shown.

Motsenbocker serenades the SURC
BY DEREK SHUCK

Staff Reporter

Sometimes all that is needed is a stool,
a microphone and a guitar to captivate a
crowd.
Such was the case for Indy Folk Guitarist Tyson Motsenbocker, who played a free
show to a small crowd in the SURC Pit
last Wednesday.
Before Motsenbocker took the stage,
opening act Michael Ryan warmed up the
crowd with ﬁve cover songs. Everything
from Bob Dylan to more contemporary
artists like Nada Surf and Bon Iver were
featured in the act.
“They are all songs I enjoy playing,”
Michaels said on his variety of song choices. “The songs I enjoy are the easiest to
learn.”
Motsenbocker, a Washington native
currently based in San Diego, Calif., ﬂew
1,200 miles to play at Central Washington
University.
“Playing a lobby like this gives me a
chance to draw people in, win people over,
it’s like a challenge.” Motsenbocker said
Perhaps embodying the California lifestyle, Motsenbocker approached the stage
in a loose-ﬁtting shirt, shorts and no socks.
“ I’m going to sing some songs,” Motsenbocker said, as he proceeded to play
six songs with just an acoustic guitar to
the small crowd. The size of the SURC pit
provided an intimate atmosphere for the
lone instrument.
Motsenbocker has played at CWU in
the past, including a fall tour in 2011, but
this was “the most people who had ever

come to watch,” he said.
With a mix of humility and humor,
Motsenbocker introduced each song with
a short anecdote about what inspired it.
Notable examples include the story of
Motsenbocker’s friend, who head-butted
a police car windshield in Amsterdam, or
the time Motsenbocker played a show at a
barn in the Midwest and got to see a donkey perform stunts.
Occasionally, Motsenbocker’s chipper
demeanor did not match up with the content of his songs.
“This song is about a whole family
that died in a brutal war,” Motsenbocker
said right before his fourth song, quickly
changing the mood in the room.
“ I like a lot of like, John Mayer
like stuff, so I liked this,” said
Connor Jonson,
sophomore Music Education
major.
Jonson wasn’t
alone in his positive
attitude
- many students opted
to put away
cell phones
and
textbooks, and
instead bob
their
heads
to
Motsenbocker’s mellow
jams. The crowd
also offered a brief
applause after every
song, and occasionally

added in a few whistles.
“You guys don’t seem too bored,” Motsenbocker told the crowd near the end of
his set.
After the show, Motsenbocker took the
time to talk to students who attended the
show, both to thank them and to tell them
how to properly spell his name.
With both Michaels and Motsenbocker playing, the event lasted
about an hour and a half, from
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Motsenbocker has a
six song EP available
on iTunes and

is working on a full-length album.

GRAPHIC BY DARREN STANKEY
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Volleyball tied for GNAC lead
Wildcats now ranked 25th nationally
BY JARYD CLINE

“

“

FOOTBALL

RECENT GAME:
W 31-3 vs. Humboldt State
Senior RB Demetrius Sumler rushes for 152 yards and two touchdowns.

Staff Reporter

Coming off Central Washington University’s upset victory over previously
ranked Western Washington, the volleyball team managed to stay in the win
column of the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference standings. The team took two
road victories over Seattle Paciﬁc University and Montana State University-Billings.
The two wins increase the Wildcats’
record to 10-4 overall, 5-1 in GNAC
play. Currently, the
Senior Marcy
Hjellum has been team is riding a
named Red Lion ﬁve-game winning
Defensive Player streak.
At SPU (4-8
of the Week. Hjel- overall and 1-2
lum finished the GNAC), the Falweek with 39
cons got off to a
kills and 36 digs. strong start by winning two sets to
Central’s one. But
the Wildcats mounted a comeback and
won the next three sets, led by senior outside hitter Marcy Hjellum
Hjellum stole the show, recording career highs with 22 kills on 69 attempts, and
adding 17 digs. Four of her kills came in
the ﬁnal set, including the match winner.
Her previous career high came in the season opener against Western New Mexico
University.
“Marcy’s our captain and she just refuses to let this team give up,” Head Coach
Mario Andaya said. “She’s a leader in all
elements of the game, passing and defense, and she was huge offensively for us.”
The opening set featured 14 ties and in GNAC), each set being won by only a
nine lead changes, but Central went on to margin of two points, ﬁnishing at 26-24,
win 25-23 after Hjellum ﬁnished off the 31-29, 30-28.
set with one of her 22 kills. The Wildcats
The ﬁrst set featured 12 ties and seven
then dropped the next two sets, each by a lead changes, with Central’s biggest lead
score of 20-25.
being 14-10. The score would even out
“SPU was playing really well. They again at 20, but the Wildcats ended the set
kept attacking us and kept a lot of pres- on back-to-back kills from Erin Smith and
sure on us,” Andaya said. “We just needed Rachel Hanses.
to settle down and weather the storm.”
The second set saw MSUB take a late
The Wildcats won the fourth set, after 17-15 lead, but the teams went back and
taking a 7-5, lead and never trailed the forth as ties followed at every point from
rest of the way. Junior middle blocker Erin 17 to 29. Eventually, Central took the set
Smith, who joined Hjellum as the only with a Hjellum kill and a Yellowjacket ertwo players to record double ﬁgures in ror.
kills, forced the ﬁfth
The third set
set with her kill at
had 14 ties and
set point.
eight lead changes
It gives us confidence as Central led 16Central started
off strong to take a
knowing that we can win in 11. However, the
6-2 lead in the ﬁfth
tough environments. But we lead didn’t last long
set, only to see SPU
MSUB rallied
need to make sure that we’re as
rally and tie the
to tie the set at 22.
ready to play knowing that But the Wildcats
game at 11. The
Wildcats didn’t trail
we can’t let down and we’ve were too much for
for the rest of the
the Yellowjackets
got to continue to improve.
set, winning 15-13.
as they ended the
“Defensively
game on another
-MARIO ANDAYA
we changed our
Hjellum kill and an
Head Coach
scheme a little in
MSUB attack error.
game four, and that
Considering that
threw them off guard a little bit and kind the victory was Central’s third straight on
of got us back in the match,” Andaya said. the road, there’s reason to be positive movOn Saturday night the Wildcats won ing forward.
“It was deﬁnitely a big win, especially
their ﬁfth straight match and increased
their win streak against Montana State on the road,” Hjellum said. “It gives us a
lot of conﬁdence going forward.”
University Billings to ﬁve games.
Playing on the road so much has preCentral only needed three sets to defeat the Yellowjackets (6-7 overall and 3-2 pared the team for all the tough matches

WILDCAT
SCOREBOARD

CONFERENCE
Central Washington
Humboldt State
Dixie State
Western Oregon
Simon Fraser
Azusa Paciﬁc

W
4
3
2
2
1
0

L
0
1
2
2
3
4

NEXT GAME:
10/6 DSU @ Dixie State - 1 P.M.
The Wildcats look to continue win
streak.

WOMENʼS
SOCCER

RECENT GAME:
L 0-1 @ Western Oregon
Soccer drops both matches against
SMU and WOU.
CONFERENCE
W
Montana State Billings 5
Western Washington 5
Seattle Paciﬁc
3
Saint Martinʼs
3
Western Oregon
2
Central Washington 2
Northwest Nazarene 2
Simon Fraser
0

L
1
1
1
3
3
3
4
6

T
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
0

NEXT GAME:
10/4 SPU @ Home - 4 P.M.
CWU looks to start home stand
with a win.

VOLLEYBALL

RECENT GAME:
W 3-0 @ MSUB
CWU is tied for GNAC lead at 5-1

SETH LONBORG/OBSERVER

STONEWALL (Top) Redshirt freshman outside hitter Rachel Hanses spikes
the ball past the Western defense.
(Above) Senior outside hitter Marcy Hjellum leads a wall of Wildcat defenders
against the Viking attack.

that are ahead if the team hopes to continue leading the GNAC standings.
“It gives us conﬁdence knowing that
we can win in tough environments,” Andaya said. “But we need to make sure that
we’re ready to play, knowing that we can’t
let down and we’ve got to continue to improve.”
The Wildcats, who had been among
the “others receiving votes” category in
the AVCA (American Volleyball Coaches
Association) rankings for the last four
weeks, are now ranked 25th in the nation
and hope to continue climbing.
“The national rankings don’t really
mean much; the regional rankings are
what we really need to be ranked at,” Andaya said. “When those rankings come
out, we will get a better idea of where
we’re at.”

CONFERENCE
W
Western Washington 5
Central Washington 5
Alaska Anchorage
4
Western Oregon
3
Montana State Billings 3
Saint Martinʼs
2
Seattle Paciﬁc
2
Northwest Nazarene 2
Alaska Fairbanks
0
Simon Fraser
0

L
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
4
5
6

NEXT GAME:
10/2 vs. Walla Walla - 7 P.M.

CROSS
COUNTRY

RECENT MEET:
M: 13th W: 13th Charles Bowles
Willamette Invitational
NEXT MEET:
10/6 WWU Classic Invitational @
Bellingham.
JOIN THE CONVERSATION WITH A
TWEET AND HASHTAG:
#CWUVOLLEYBALL
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Wildcats chop down Lumberjacks
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BY SARAH RUIZ

Staff Reporter

Central Washington University football’s new “home away from home” at
Pop Keeney Stadium in Bothell has proven itself yet again. The Wildcats earned a
demolishing victory over nationally ninthranked Humboldt State University, 31-3.
It was a showdown between the two leaders in the Great Northwest Athletic Conference standings, in which the Wildcats
ultimately prevailed. Although this was
Central’s second “home game,” the venue
was once again moved due to the poor air
quality in Ellensburg.
The Wildcats made the journey worth
it, winning the game against the Lumberjacks 31-3. The victory means that the
Wildcats take the lead in the Great Northwest Athletic Conference. Previously, Central and Humboldt were tied for the lead,
making this game a battle for ﬁrst place
and moving one step closer to a GNAC
championship.
“It’s great ’cause we were the underdog
and we came out and played really good,
and our team was super excited,” senior
cheerleader Elizabeth Bonney said.
From the start of the game, the Wildcats worked hard to take the lead and control the tempo. Within the ﬁrst six minutes, Central was able to celebrate its ﬁrst
touchdown.
Junior linebacker Ridge Nielson managed to catch the Wildcats ﬁrst touchdown
and senior kicker Sean Davis was able to
convert the extra point, putting the Wildcats up by seven. Being the ﬁrst to score

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
WITH A TWEET AND HASHTAG:
#CWUFOOTBALL

seemed to set the stage for the rest of the
game, as Central continued to run Humboldt State out of the stadium.
Davis was able to tack on a ﬁeld goal
at the end of the ﬁrst quarter to increase
Central’s lead to 10-0.
During the third quarter, Humboldt
broke through and kicked a ﬁeld goal to
cut the Wildcat lead to seven.
Also in the third quarter, senior quarterback Ryan Robertson connected with
sophomore wide receiver Greg Logan for
his second touchdown pass. The sevenyard TD strike increased Central’s lead to
17-3.
Robertson ﬁnished solid with 186 passing yards and two touchdowns.
CWU fans leaped out of their seats toward the end of the third quarter as Demetrius Sumler ran 68 yards and scored.
Sumler had another dominating performance on the ground with 152 rushing
yards and two touchdowns.
At the end of an eventful third quarter, the Central led, 24-3. Following a
nine-yard touchdown run from Sumler
in the fourth quarter Davis capped Central’s dominant performance with an extra
point. The ﬁnal score was 31-3.
The stands erupted in applause as the
game ended, as fans and players realized
that they had just beat the ninth-ranked
team in the nation for the top spot in the
GNAC. After such an anticipated game,
the players were relieved to have been able
to come out with the win.
“We played all three phases well. We
really stuck it to them on the special teams
aspect and we controlled the ball,” said
junior kicker Josef Kistler. “[Pop Keeney]
is nice, but it’s not home. I’d like to be
in Ellensburg where we can get a bigger
crowd.”
While the team had to play its second
home game away from Tomlinson Stadium, those who attended were thankful to
have been able to watch an exciting Central victory. However, some of those at the
game said they wished they could have

SARAH RUIZ/OBSERVER

CAT ATTACK (Top) Senior Quarterback Ryan Robertson leads the team onto the
field. (Above) Freshman defensive back Isaiah Davis returns a kick during Central’s
31-3 win against Humboldt State on Saturday. Davis finished the game with 10 tackles.

shared the experience with the Ellensburg
community.
“I wish we had our home ﬁeld so we
could have our own fans, but we had a
great turn out,” Bonney said.
Even though the Wildcats weren’t on
their home ﬁeld, the atmosphere at Pop
Keeney Stadium was one of sheer hometown pride. Crimson and black ﬁlled the
stands and community members and stu-

dents alike transformed Bothell’s stadium
into a true home for the Wildcats. Bryan
Yancy works with the Wildcats’ defense
and was decked out in his CWU spirit
gear and excited to celebrate another win.
“Wow. We really beat them good,”
Yancey said. “We really wanted to win
this badly; we needed this win. I’m almost
speechless. Credit to the coaching and defense, it was great to see.”
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Legendary A.D. Bishop to retire
schools about possible work.
Central will conduct a nationwide
search for the new Athletic Director in
It’s true: Jack Bishop is retiring after January and will consider in-house talent,
this academic year.
as well as candidates from other schools.
Central Washington University anWhen his retirement is ﬁnalized Bishop
nounced his retirement over Labor Day will be greatly missed by friends and colWeekend, which will be ﬁnalized in June. leagues.
Bishop has been the Athletic Director at
“Jack is great to work with. He is a
Central for 13 years, but he says it’s time people person, easy to get along with. He
for a change.
really tries to do the best for his coaches
“Well it doesn’t seem like I’m going to and employees, which makes it a great
get any younger,” Bishop said. “I turned environment to work in,” said Kari Gage,
65, been doing
head athletic trainthis for 44 years as
er and senior woman Athletic DirecHe’s a friend that’s mov- en’s administrator.
tor and a football
think that what
ing on and I wish him the best “I
coach. I just felt like
I’ll miss the most is
in his retirement.
it was time to do
being able to have
something else.”
that great commu-GREG SPARLING
After
Bishnication with someop
retires,
he
one that can help
Head men’s basketball coach
plans to move to
you and just guide
Utah;,where
his
you.”
mother, three chilGreg Sparling,
dren and ﬁve grandchildren live. He plans head coach of the men’s basketball team,
to ﬁsh, hunt and enjoy his family.
talked about how much he and the other
“I’d love to spend time with my family coaches are going to miss having him as
- my grand kids, my mother and my wife,” the Athletic Director.
Bishop said. “I want to watch my grand
“From a coach’s standpoint, he’s just
-kids play. I have two sons that coach and a very good athletic director; he’ll let you
a son-in-law that is the assistant athletic do your job, he’s given us the resources
director at BYU. I just want to kind of be to keep building a great competitive proinvolved in their lives.”
gram,” Sparling said. “He’s a friend that’s
Bishop’s retirement may be short-lived, moving on and I wish him the best in his
as he is currently looking into some con- retirement. I just can’t believe 13 years
sultant positions and has talked with other have ﬂown by.”
BY AMBER THORP

Staff Reporter

Sponsored by Campus Activities

“

“
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AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. Persons with disabilities may request reasonable accommodation
by contacting Campus Activities at 509-963-1691 or CDS@cwu.edu

SARAH RUIZ/OBSERVER

JACK OF ALL TRADES Athletic Director Jack Bishop is retiring at the end of this
academic year. He has spent 13 years as Central’s Athletic Director.

Bishop has not left the building yet - he
still has many plans for this academic year.
He said he hopes to have successful and
highly competitive sports teams this year.
Volleyball has started out strong and the
football team is currently in ﬁrst place in
the Great Northwest Athletic Conference.
Bishop said he is also working on a few
projects around the athletic department.
He hopes to invest in a video board and
new score boards in the basketball arena.
He is also looking into remodeling the
lighting in the football stadium.
Bishop seems excited about the upcom-

ing changes in his life - more time with his
family and possible career changes - but
he said that he’s going to miss coaching
and administrating.
“The various playoffs that all the teams
have gone to have all been very exciting.
But, all in all, what you really hang on to
and the part that I’ll miss is the relationships with the student athletes,” Bishop
said. “Seeing them come and go… and
to see what they become and to think that
maybe you have had some small part of
helping them develop in their life.”
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Soccer has bumpy road trip
Wildcats fall to Saint Martin’s and Western Oregon
about changing strategy and more about
encouraging the team to play their own
brand of soccer.
The women’s soccer team saw its luck
“We’re not making any drastic changes,
run out in two tough losses this past week, we’re just trying to stay within what we do
losing 3-2 at Saint Martin’s University and well,” Farrand said. “Sometimes we just
1-0 at Western Oregon University.
need to be reminded that we are that good
The Wildcats came away from the road and we can compete.”
trip with a 3-5-2 record overall and are
Dini proved again to be the Wildcats’
now 2-2-1 in Great Northwest Athletic nemesis as it was her corner kick that set
Conference play. Saint Martin’s record sits up the game-winning goal. With just unat 5-4-0 and 3-2-0 in league play. Western der six minutes remaining in the match,
Oregon boosted its split to 4-5-1 overall Dini crossed her corner into the box where
and 2-3-1 in the conference.
junior defender Molly Campbell headed
The game on Thursday against the the ball into the back of the net to give the
Saints turned out to be a heartbreaker for Saints the lead. Farrand said the best way
the Wildcats. After a scoreless ﬁrst half, the to shake off a tough loss is to look ahead
Saints’ sophomore midﬁelder Sasha Dini to the next game.
burned the Central defense for two goals
“We didn’t ﬁnish the game very well,
in a span of two minutes, scoring the ﬁrst but you’ve got to get back on the road,
in the 47th minute and the second shortly back on the bus, head down to Oregon
after.
and put yourself back together again,”
Sophomore midﬁelder Savanna Moore- Farrand said.
house and senior forward Carson McKole
The Saturday afternoon match-up pitled the comeback effort. Freshman mid- ted Central against Western Oregon. The
ﬁelder Reilly Retz assisted Moorehouse scoring was done early as WOU’s senior
in beating SMU’s
forward
Marina
senior goalie AshAustin scored the
ley Engel at the top
game’s lone goal
We didn’t finish the game in the 7th minute.
of the box. The
goal was the ﬁrst of
very well, but you’ve got to The Wolves’ junior
Moorehouse’s caget back on the road, back on defender Rebecca
reer. A few minutes
took adthe bus head down to Oregon Hoiland
later, McKole, the
vantage of a free
and put yourself back togeth- kick, courtesy of a
reigning Red Lion
GNAC Offensive
CWU foul, by placer again.
Player of the Week,
ing the ball within
carved her way
reach of Austin’s
through the Saints’
head for the deci-MICHAEL FARRAND
defense and made
sive goal.
Head Coach
her ﬁfth goal of the
The
Wildcats
season in the 72nd
missed a chance
minute.
to level the playAlthough the team has shown a ten- ing ﬁeld when they were awarded a free
dency to rebound in the second half, kick just outside the box in the 54th minHead Coach Michael Farrand says it’s less ute. Junior defender Tarah Duty’s attempt
BY SCOTT HERMAN

Staff Reporter

“

“

JOEY LEBEAU/OBSERVER

STRIKER Senior forward Carson McKole races past a Western Oregon defender in
a match last year. Central lost this year’s meeting in Monmouth 1-0.

nicked the top of the goal before bouncing away harmlessly. The Western Oregon defense held strong the rest of the
way, limiting CWU’s opportunities for a
comeback by outshooting them 16-4 and
winning 7 corners to Central’s 0.
The team now returns home for a sixgame home stand after having to play
eight of their nine games this year on the
road due to poor air quality in Ellensburg.
Farrand admitted the constant travel has
taken a toll on his team.
“It’s going to be good for us in the
month of October to stay home and we
have to go chase some points now over the
next few weeks to put ourselves back in the
mix,” Farrand said.
McKole agreed the upcoming string of
home ﬁeld advantages will give the team
a better chance to get back in the league’s

title hunt.
“We just focus on the next games,”
McKole said. “They’re all home and basically [if we] just play as a team and keep
our heads up, we’re not out of it.”
CWU will face Seattle Paciﬁc University on Thursday at 4 p.m. before hosting
Western Washington University at noon
on Sunday.

Last match: Western Oregon - 1
Central Washington - 0
Next match: Thursday 4 p.m. vs.
Western Washington University

Nicholson Pavilion remodel nears completion
BY K ATELYN POTASK Y

Staff Reporter

Nicholson Pavilion is hard to miss
on Central Washington University’s
campus.
Built in 1959 and first opened
to students in 1960, Ralph H.
Burkhard’s design featuring cable
suspension has proven to be a landmark for all Wildcats, a beacon of
Central athletics. Over $8 million
has been spent during the course of
the Pavilion’s three renovations, and
a fourth is coming.
“Phase IV will be the completion
of the east part of Nicolson Pavilion,” director of facility planning
Bill Yardwood said.
The cost for the entire project is
currently estimated at $4 million, but
does not have an official construction
date. Barry Caruthers, project manager, predicts the soonest start would
be 2015. The project is still awaiting
funds from the state, with the request
being sent for the bi-annual year of
2015-2017.
“A lot of people are excited to see
the project of Nicholson Pavilion to
be finished, and everyone is going to
be very satisfied with the final phase

WADE SMITH/OBSERVER

HOME, SWEET HOME Nicholson Pavilion has served Central Washington Athletics
for over half a century and remains as one of the nation’s most unique sporting arenas.
The home volleyball matches and basketball games are played inside the complex.

to be completed,” Caruthers said.
The renovations will encompass
the Pavilion’s two floors, starting on
the first with the weight and cardio
exercise room. The second floor will
see a major upgrade, including all
new classrooms and offices, along
with an elevator. The renovations
expected in 2015 are predicted to
be the Pavilion’s last, as no more updates will be needed.
The first of the renovation proj-

ects began in the summer of 2004
and wasn’t completed until the winter of the same year. Renovations
consisted of improving the outdated
women’s and team locker rooms and
ended up costing $1.3 million.
Phase II, titled “Nicholson Pavilion IAQ , Asbestos Abatement
and Renovation Project,” began in
March 2006. The project lasted seven months, costing a total of $4.1
million. Though it was the longest

and most expensive, the money was
well used; the men’s locker room was
updated, and the Wildcats’ training
room was expanded. The main lobby’s ceiling lights were also replaced.
In the Pavilion’s most recent update, dubbed Phase III, renovations
were made to several areas: New
wood-flooring was placed in the
gymnasium, along with a new seating system in the stands.
Other updates include the lobby,
which received new rest rooms and
upgraded offices. Jonathan Gordon,
assistant athletic director for sports
information and game experience,
was around when the changes were
being made. Caruthers is overseeing
the renovations
Gordon said most of the athletic
adminstration’s offices were previously located in Purser Hall, but
upon completion of Phase III were
moved inside Nicholson Pavilion.
“A lot of people are excited to see
the project of Nicolson Pavilion to be
finished,” Caruthers said. “Everyone
is going to be very satisfied with [it].”
Both Yardwood and Caruthers
have overseen all the renovation
projects of Nicholson Pavilion and
are excited for what 2015 holds.
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Cross country continues improvement
Staff Reporter

On Saturday, the men and women of
Central Washington University’s cross
country team traveled down to Salem, Ore.
to compete in the 38th annual Charles
Bowles Invitational.
The
women’s
team ran the 5k this
week, but didn’t compete as well as they’d
hoped. The team’s
top three racers ﬁnished second, ﬁfth,
and ninth, but still
ﬁnished 34 points
back from the DiviKELSEY KREFT
sion II leader in San
Senior
Francisco State University, placing third.
Head coach Kevin Adkisson felt the reason for the stiff competition was due to the
amount of runners who ﬁnished under 20
minutes.
“There were just a whole bunch of other teams with gals that were, just under 20
minutes,” Adkisson said.
San Francisco State University, had
their fourth and ﬁfth racers ﬁnish in 10th
and 13th place, while Central’s fourth and
ﬁfth racers placed 25th and 28th.
“That gap between our number three
and our number four, ﬁve, six, seven is
where most everyone else is getting their
placers in,” Adkisson said.

The women’s team as a whole, however, to train in clean air for its harder workouts
had an average time of 19 minutes, 22 sec- when the smoke is particularly bad in Elonds. Senior Kelsey Kreft broke her per- lensburg.
Kreft isn’t letting the thick air affect her
sonal record by more than a minute with a
time of 18 minutes, 44 seconds. Her previ- training. She still runs outside on most days.
ous personal record for the 5k was over 20
“I’ve done a hard workout inside on the
minutes.
treadmill, which is deﬁnitely not something
“I was hoping to run a bit faster, but I I enjoy, on days where the smoke is to the
had a pretty signiﬁcant [personal record], point where you’re sitting in the middle of
so I can’t be too
a campﬁre,” Kreft
disappointed with
said. “You got to do
that,” Kreft said.
a little give and take,
I’ve done a hard workout but I don’t have any
Adkisson’s goal
by the end of the
inside on the treadmill, which respiratory issues, so
still feel pretty conseason is to get all
is definitely not something Iﬁdent
to run outside
the women under
I enjoy, on days where the when it’s not too
20 minutes in the
smoke is to the point where bad.”
5k. Despite beThe men’s team
ing forced to train
you’re sitting in the middle of
fared just about as
indoors due to
a campfire.
well as the women’s
the smoke in and
team, ﬁnishing 50
around Ellensburg,
-KELSEY KREFT
points behind San
the team is extremeSenior
Francisco
State
ly close to that goal.
University. Junior
The top three
John Wojtech ran a
runners on the
women’s side all ﬁnished in the top 10 and personal record of 26 minutes, 11 seconds
Adkisson is now focusing on getting the rest for the 8k, which is a four second improvement from his time at Saratoga earlier in
of the team closer to them.
[Training] “is a balancing act, especially the season.
Wojtech ran the race with sore legs, but
with the smoke we’ve had, and having to be
inside quite a few days out of the last two expects to show considerable improvement
in this week’s race at the Western Washingweeks especially,” Adkisson said.
Both the men’s and women’s teams have ton Invitational.
“I’ve just been training well, so they’re a
been traveling to Yakima every Wednesday

“

“

BY CHACE DAV Y

little tired,” Wojtech said.
Adkisson’s goal for the men’s team was
to get a few runners under 26 minutes for
the 8k, and both Wojtech and sophomore
Ryan Thompson came close to that mark
on Saturday.
“Overall we’re seeing a good trend
among the guys as well,” Adkisson said.
“Guys are getting in better race shape as
we get toward the middle of the season.”
Adkisson is doing everything he can
to prepare both teams for the conference
meets which start in three weeks.
“Overall, we’re happy with where [the
men and womens] teams are at,” Adkisson
said.
Adkisson and the other coaches are
working hard to get both teams to peak
condition for conferences.
Both Kreft and Wojtech are excited for
the rest of the season. Kreft sees a lot of
potential for the women’s team.
“We have a pretty big team for us this
year,” Kreft said. “A lot of new faces, and
there’s just so much more ahead of us.”
The men’s team jumps up to 10k’s this
week, and Wojtech wants to get his times
somewhere in the 30 to 31-minute mark.
“If we can hit [30 minutes], that would
look pretty good for our team and the future for our team,” Wojtech said.
The teams head down to Ka’a’awa,
Hawai’i for the regional meet on Nov. 3,
and the National Championships are held
two weeks later in Joplin, Mo.

Campus Activities presents a CWU Homecoming Special Event

$12 CWU students,
$20 GA, $27 Reserved

CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. Persons with disabilities may
request reasonable accommodation by contacting Campus Life at
509-963-1691 or CDS@cwu.edu

Tickets: www.cwu.edu/tickets
Wildcat Shop & Welcome Center

